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Preface 
 
I began research on this thesis in the late fall of 2013 under the guidance of Tim Carter. The 
product that has resulted analyzes the female characters in two operas by Puccini, Manon 
Lescaut and La Bohème, and one interim project, La Lupa, which was never completed. For this 
thesis, I have drawn the Italian libretto texts from the website “Libretti d’opera italiani” 
(http://www.librettidopera.it/), and the English translation of these librettos from Dmitry 
Murashev’s website (http://www.murashev.com/opera/). The one exception is Musetta’s aria, 
which was translated by Aaron Green 
(http://classicalmusic.about.com/od/classicalmusictips/qt/quando-Men-Vo-Lyrics-And-Text-
Translation.htm). Although the translations are drawn from Murashev and Green, I have 
modified some of them to ensure that they are accurate and literal translations of the Italian text. 
The musical excerpts included come from the editions available from the IMSLP/Petrucci Music 
Library (http://imslp.org). 
 There are several people that I would like to thank for their help and support on my thesis 
journey. First and foremost, I wish to extend my sincerest gratitude to my advisor, Tim Carter, 
who has been an unwavering source of support and guidance throughout this process. His 
immense knowledge and true passion for music are, perhaps, only surpassed by the generosity he 
shows his students with his time and encouragement. His reassurance and assistance helped me 
to minimize the “freak out” moments that I faced on this new and, at times, daunting journey, 
and I am very grateful for that. 
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 I also wish to thank the members of my committee, Annegret Fauser and Jeanne Fischer, 
for taking the time to read my thesis and offer their commentary. Professor Fauser’s “Women in 
Music” course helped me to discover a great passion for the intersection between gender and 
music, a passion that compelled me to undertake a thesis on this topic. I am also grateful to her 
for meeting with me during this process and guiding me toward several useful resources. Dr. 
Fischer, my voice teacher, has served as my cherished mentor during my entire education at 
Carolina. Words cannot express my eternal gratitude for her unyielding wisdom, guidance, and 
support. 
 Finally, I would like to thank my family for their constant love and support. To my 
father, a wonderful English professor, for imparting a deep love of literature and for editing my 
papers for many years, and my mother, the most amazing woman I know who teaches through 
example. It is with love that I dedicate this thesis to them. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
In February 2013, a new production of Puccini’s Manon Lescaut premiered at the Théâtre Royal 
de la Monnaie in Brussels, Belgium. The director, Mariusz Trelinski, updated the time period 
from the second half of the eighteenth century to the present day, setting the action inside a Paris 
Métro station. Keeping in line with common Regietheater practice, sexuality dominated the 
stage, with women’s naked bodies perpetually visible. Manon’s interim lover, Geronte, was a 
mobster trafficking women in an underground sex ring, and Manon’s deportation scene became a 
“human meat auction.”1 Trelinski’s Manon, sung by Dutch soprano Eva-Maria Westbroek, 
entered wearing a red trench coat and dark sunglasses, smoking a cigarette. She was, without 
question, “the very image of a prostitute,” a stark contrast to the innocent and girlish Manon 
characterized in the beginning of L’Abbé Prévost’s novel, the text on which the opera is based. 
This production presented Manon and the women around her as the objects of a persistent and 
grotesque male gaze. It attempted to depict a corrupt, misogynistic society, and the barren 
wasteland of “New Orleans” became one of our own modern cities, infested with technology and 
moral emptiness. As a result, Manon was more the image of a weary, exploited prostitute than 
the coquettish, materialistic eighteen-year-old that Puccini likely had in mind. 
 This production’s explicit engagement with issues of gender poses a disturbing question: 
how do we deal with women in opera? A troubling pattern in opera productions and their 
reception has led many feminists to believe that opera is an inherently misogynistic and deeply 
problematic art form. French philosopher and literary critic Catherine Clément first approached 
this issue in the landmark text L’Opéra ou La Défaite des femmes (1979) (Opera, or The 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1  Loomis, “‘Rigoletto’ in Vegas, ‘Manon Lescaut’ in the Metro.” 
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Undoing of Women, 1988). The book seeks to deal with the issue of misogyny in opera: 
specifically, the significance of the unfailing “death”—in one sense or another—of the operatic 
heroine as the curtain falls. Clément argues that the emotionality of music allows for “risk-free 
identification” that discourages scholars and audiences from engaging with opera’s potentially 
problematic subject matter.2  She focuses on opera librettos, but her analyses are sometimes 
simplistic and forced, playing into a dichotomy of “good girls,” who conform to the rigid rules 
set by their fathers and husbands, and “femme fatales,” women who, as a consequence of 
disobeying social codes, are condemned to die night after night. A paradox is created whereby 
modern productions, by responding to this type of reading and attempting to vindicate (or not) 
opera’s heroines onstage, can actually reinforce a limited view of operatic women and, perhaps, 
perpetuate misogyny. With our attention diverted by the allure of naked female bodies or the 
empty glamour of a “femme fatale,” we lose the potential complexity of characters like Manon 
that exists underneath the spectacle, within the opera’s text and music. As scholars, artists, and 
audience members, we are often tempted to view operatic heroines as “good girls” or “bad girls,” 
but these one-dimensional labels often overlook the nuances that can be discovered through a 
deeper textual and musical analysis.  
 As feminist music scholarship moves forward in the wake of Clément’s look at operatic 
heroines, we continue to struggle with how to deal with these women in light of recent advances, 
and continuing discrepancies, in gender equality. Some more recent feminist analyses, rather 
than condemning these works as “antifeminist,” point out that the genre can inadvertently 
empower women by creating an important space for female vocalism. In an article responding to 
Clément’s text, “Opera; or, The Envoicing of Women” (1993), Carolyn Abbate argues that 
opera, rather than disempowering women, can actually grant women power onstage by 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2  Clément, Opera, or the Undoing of Women, 9. 
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“unveiling an authorial voice as a woman’s.”3 This thesis will take feminist analysis in a 
different direction, one that seeks to understand gender issues in opera through a pointed analysis 
of several of Puccini’s multi-layered works. To assemble a fuller picture of who these women are 
beyond shallow stereotypes, we must explore their metamorphoses from the original sources of 
their literary genesis to their new identities onstage. Through a case study of Manon Lescaut, La 
Bohème, and an interim project, La Lupa, I will engage with several questions that I hope may 
contribute to an ongoing discussion of women in opera: What problems did Puccini and his 
librettists face in staging these women, what issues do such characters pose for an audience, and 
how can we, as performers, make interpretive choices that do them justice? Through my 
research, I seek to navigate my intersecting identities as performer and feminist, and it is my 
hope that a deeper, more nuanced analysis of operatic heroines can, perhaps, provide insight into 
how one can perform these women’s identities in a meaningful way. Rather than seeking to 
define these works definitively as “feminist” or “antifeminist,” I hope that a more nuanced 
analysis of the issues that these works present will actively contribute to a dialogue that values 
women’s stories and seeks to express their value through performance practice. 
 
Social and Political Climate 
In the foreword of Clément’s book, feminist musicologist Susan McClary asserts, “Opera was 
one of the principal media through which the nineteenth-century bourgeoisie developed and 
disseminated its new moral codes, values, and normative behaviors.”4 Hence, in a struggle to 
understand Puccini’s women, it is valuable to consider the unique social and political climate of 
the period in which his operas were produced. Musicologist Alexandra Wilson considers the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3  Abbate, “Opera; or, the Envoicing of Women,” 228. 
4  Clément, Opera, or the Undoing of Women, p. xviii. 
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profound role that social and political circumstances play in shaping the manner in which art is 
received in her text, The Puccini Problem. In her introduction, Wilson states: 
 the Puccini problem became a problem of progress and reaction, of modernity and 
 tradition […] this reflected broader aspects of the cultural moment: fears of a profound 
 crisis of modernity—prompted by the threats posed at the turn of the twentieth century by 
 urbanization, industrialisation, and technology—were widespread, and they came to be 
 filtered through criticism of Puccini’s music.5 
 
The defining political event in nineteenth-century Italy, the catalyst for many of the fears to 
which Wilson refers, was the Risorgimento, or the campaign for Italian unification, which lasted 
from 1815 to 1871. Italians had high hopes for the future of their unified state, but, after 1880, 
optimism began to give way to doubt and disillusionment as divisions between the industrialized 
north and agricultural south became ever clearer. A profound “crisis of national identity” ensued, 
one that had serious consequences for art and issues of gender. One response to this crisis, which 
seemed to call into question all areas of Italian life, was the perceived need for “the creation of a 
‘symbolic code of national femininity’” to preserve the status quo between the sexes. 6 7 In their 
book titled Women and Gender in Post-Unification Italy, Katharine Mitchell and Helena Sanson 
state that, “At the time of Unification, the doctrine of separate spheres between the genders 
continued to dominate Italian society: women’s place was considered to be in the private, 
domestic sphere, that is, in the home, devoting themselves to family life.”8 While women were 
expected to assume the roles of wives and mothers, men led public lives outside the home. 
However, after the Risorgimento, women gradually became more involved in the public sphere, 
infiltrating several professions, including teaching, through the “promotion of the figure of the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5  Wilson, The Puccini Problem, 5. 
6  Ibid, 2. 
7  Ibid, 150. 
8  Mitchel and Sanson (eds), Women and Gender in Post-Unification Italy, 2. 
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‘madre educatrice.’”9 Women were now valued less as domestic, subservient, “angels of the 
house,” and more as “mothers of the nation” entrusted with the education of the next generation. 
At the end of the Ottocento, women had a powerful new responsibility: to raise educated, upright 
citizens of the Italian nation.  
 
Gender Onstage 
Another of the only possible, though often socially criticized, opportunities for women to work 
in the public sphere was through a career on the stage. For both opera and theater, censorship 
was relaxed in the 1840s, but it reared its head with a vengeance after the 1848 uprisings. 
Political turmoil undoubtedly influenced composers’ choice of subject matter for operas. If 
controversial subject matter was chosen, it had to be modified considerably. A fine example is 
Verdi’s choice of the French play Le Roi s’amuse by Victor Hugo as the source text for his opera 
Rigoletto (1851). The play focused on the promiscuity and corruption of the king of France, and 
this was re-contextualized within the Duchy of Mantua to avoid controversy. Women’s sexuality 
was also deemed inappropriate for the stage. In the same opera, an Act II bedroom scene 
between Gilda and the Duke of Mantua was removed for fear of the censors.  
 While social and political ideals shifted profoundly, the role of gender in opera also 
changed significantly, with new tropes beginning to emerge. In her book Voicing Gender, Naomi 
André argues that the “new Romantic heroine” of the late-nineteenth century is actually “a 
hybrid role that included a combination of elements from both the first and the second women of 
the primo ottocento.”10 André explains that in the 1830s, when the tenor emerged onstage as 
romantic hero, the woman who had been singing the hero en travesti, usually a mezzo-soprano, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9  Ibid, 63. 
10  André, Voicing Gender, 8. 
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became the seconda donna. Over the course of the nineteenth century, this “second woman” 
largely disappeared, merging instead with the prima donna to create a new type of heroine. At 
the same time, audiences began to see the emergence of a new kind of ending in opera: the death 
of the “consumptive heroine,” transported to the stage from within the pages of literature. 
Tradition and evolving tropes have an influence on the way that we interpret women on the 
stage, and I will explore their function in both Manon Lescaut and La Bohème. 
 
An “Effeminate” National Composer? 
Perceptions of gender influenced not only Puccini’s choice of subject matter or his treatment of 
women, but also critical understandings of Puccini himself. Wilson considers Puccini’s reception 
through an analysis of the writings of critic Fausto Torrefranca, whose “series of insults at 
Puccini—weakness, sickness, intellectual incapacity, lack of originality—[…] centered on the 
notion of the composer’s ‘effeminacy.’”11 Indeed, Puccini’s music, which was criticized for its 
“‘insinuating and sensual sweetness’, ‘voluptuous instrumentation,’ [and] ‘prioritisation of 
suggestive moments at the expense of an overriding structure’” has been, itself, gendered female, 
and understanding Puccini’s construal as an “emasculated” or “feminized” composer is critical to 
an analysis that considers gender as its main lens of inquiry.12 Throughout the Ottocento, opera 
was highly valued in Italy as a source of national pride, with Verdi praised as its iconic 
figurehead. Because of opera’s broad appeal, nationalists recognized the potential value of the art 
form in cementing the shaky foundation of the Italian state. As Verdi neared his death, these 
nationalists were concerned over who would fill his shoes as national composer. The increasing 
production of foreign operas on Italian soil, mounted primarily by Edoardo Sonzogno’s 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11  Wilson, The Puccini Problem, 126. 
12  Ibid, 121. 
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publishing company, posed a “threat to the indigenous tradition.”13 In response, Sonzogno’s 
rival, Giulio Ricordi, pushed forward the young Giacomo Puccini as Italy’s next Verdi, a title 
that was confirmed for many with his third opera, Manon Lescaut. But, following in Verdi’s 
footsteps, Puccini faced specific expectations, and his setting of Manon Lescaut is reflective of 
the unique social, political, and musical landscape that defined nineteenth-century Italy. 	   	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13  Ibid, 18. 
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Chapter 2: Manon Lescaut 
 
Manon Lescaut had its premiere at the Teatro Regio in Turin on February 1, 1893. The opera 
was a tremendous success—the Gazzetta del popolo, declared that it “left the audience stunned 
and overcome by emotion, and they broke into unanimous and enthusiastic applause.”14 It was 
this work that catapulted Puccini to international fame, but, in contrast to its illustrious reception, 
the work’s creation was quite a nightmare for all involved. To begin with, Puccini’s choice of 
subject matter was rather odd considering that the French composer Jules Massenet had written 
his own Manon just nine years earlier. However, Massenet’s 1884 setting had not yet been 
performed in Italy, and Puccini felt very strongly about tackling the subject. In justification of his 
choice, he insisted, “Manon is a heroine I believe in and therefore she cannot fail to win the 
hearts of the public. Why shouldn’t there be two operas about her? A woman like Manon can 
have more than one lover.”15 Indeed, as regards the librettists crafting her story, Manon had 
many lovers, as it were: five, to be exact. Puccini was very difficult to work with, constantly 
demanding rewrites from his librettists. At different stages of the process, he employed Ruggero 
Leoncavallo, Marco Praga, and Giuseppe Giacosa. Ultimately, Domenico Oliva and Luigi Illica 
finished the project, but the process was so unpleasant that none of the five contributors wanted 
credit on the title page of the original printed score. 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14  Puccini and Adami, The Letters of Giacomo Puccini, 67.	  
15  Budden, “Manon Lescaut (ii),” in Grove Music Online. 
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From Novel to Opera 
The libretto is based on L’Histoire du chevalier Des Grieux et de Manon Lescaut, a novel 
published by Abbé Prévost in 1731. The novel was banned in France for its controversial nature, 
leading to its revision in 1753 with a stronger emphasis on morality and removal of its more 
unsavory details. The novel is written in the voice of Des Grieux, who recounts the woeful 
history of his doomed affair with Manon Lescaut. Despite her centrality as Des Grieux’s sole 
obsession, Manon has almost no voice throughout the novel, with only a few spoken quotations 
and excerpts from letters written by her. Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the opera is the 
powerful way that it gives Manon a voice outside of Des Grieux’s conception of her, creating a 
capacity for self-reflection through her own sung text. Puccini’s libretto is distinct from the novel 
in several ways that ultimately paint a distinctive portrait of Manon.  
 The novel is rather lengthy, with many plot twists and peripheral characters, and Puccini 
was insistent that it needed to be trimmed significantly to craft a concise, gripping story. 
Consequently, many minor characters—such as Des Grieux’s father, his loyal friend Tiberge, 
and the governor of New Orleans—were cut out of the story altogether. More important, 
however, is the choice of which scenes from the novel to omit. Puccini and his librettists did not 
set the part where Des Grieux and Manon live together in Paris, with her leaving him when the 
money runs out. Instead, Act I ends with the pair’s elopement, and Act II opens on Manon 
adorning herself at her boudoir in Geronte’s house, having already left the destitute Des Grieux. 
Puccini’s Manon only leaves Des Grieux once, offstage, while the Manon of the novel leaves 
him on three different occasions. This distinguishes Puccini’s Manon from Massenet’s, who, in 
his more extended libretto, chose not to omit such incidents from the action onstage. But to foster 
a deeper understanding of how Puccini translates Manon from the page to the stage and what we 
	   10 
may glean from his choices, I will examine three significant moments in the opera: Manon’s 
introduction and meeting with Des Grieux, her central aria, “In quelle trine morbide,” and her 
death scene. 
 Prévost describes Manon and Des Grieux’s first meeting as follows: 
 She struck me as being so extremely beautiful, that I, who had never before thought of 
 the difference between the sexes, or looked on woman with the slightest attention—I, 
 whose conduct had been hitherto the theme of universal admiration, felt myself, on the 
 instant, deprived of my reason and self-control. I had been always excessively timid, and 
 easily disconcerted; but now, instead of meeting with any impediment from this 
 weakness, I advanced without the slightest reserve towards her, who had thus become, in  
 a moment, the mistress of my heart. Although younger than myself, she received my 
 civilities without embarrassment. I asked the cause of her journey to Amiens, and 
 whether she had any acquaintances in the town. She ingenuously told me that she had 
 been sent there by her parents, to commence her novitiate for taking the veil. Love had so 
 quickened my perception, even in the short moment it had been enthroned, that I saw in 
 this announcement a death-blow to my hopes. I spoke to her in a way that made her at 
 once understand what was passing in my mind; for she had more experience than myself. 
 It was against her consent that she was consigned to a convent, doubtless to repress that 
 inclination for pleasure which had already become too manifest, and which caused, in the 
 sequel, all her misfortunes and mine. I combated the cruel intention of her parents with 
 all the  arguments that my new-born passion and schoolboy eloquence could suggest. She 
 affected neither austerity nor reserve. She told me, after a moment's silence, that she 
 foresaw too clearly, what her unhappy fate must be; but that it was, apparently, the will of 
 Heaven, since there were no means left her to avert it. The sweetness of her look, the air 
 of sorrow with which she pronounced these words, or rather perhaps the controlling 
 destiny which led me on to ruin, allowed me not an instant to weigh my answer. I assured 
 her that if she would place reliance on my honour, and on the tender interest with which 
 she had already inspired me, I would sacrifice my life to deliver her from the tyranny of 
 her parents, and to render her happy. I have since been a thousand times astonished in 
 reflecting upon it, to think how I could have expressed myself with so much boldness and 
 facility; but love could never have become a divinity, if he had not often worked 
 miracles.16 
 The choices that Puccini makes in his crafting of this meeting follow this description 
from the source text quite closely. Des Grieux and Manon’s first encounter occurs in the middle 
of Act I. Unlike some of Puccini’s other heroines, one of which I will explore later, Manon is not 
granted a “naming” or introduction aria and instead introduces herself with no more than a short 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16  Prévost, Manon Lescaut, chap. 2. 
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phrase. In fact, she does not have a particularly strong musical presence in Act I. Her first phrase 
onstage, “Manon Lescaut mi chiamo” (“My name is Manon Lescaut”), is marked con semplicità 
e modestamente. She then sings dolorosamente as she explains the unhappy plan that her father 
has arranged for her, to enter a convent. This contrasts sharply with Des Grieux’s expressive 
markings, consisting of con calore, con molta passione, and supplichevole. Manon’s answers to 
Des Grieux’s effusive questions are short and timid, and her vocal range, hovering between D4 
and D5, is small compared with that of Des Grieux, whose lyrical line bursts with passion, 
climaxing on a high B on the word “vostro” of the phrase, “Sul vostro destino / riluce un’altra 
stella” (“On your destiny / another star is shining”). Her initial utterances are brief and often in 
measured triplets with thin orchestration, a parlando style that succeeds in depicting her as a 
young, inexperienced girl of humble origins: 
 
     My fate is called: my father’s firm wish. 
 
This contrasts somewhat with the description provided in the novel, in which Des Grieux insists 
that Manon actually had more experience than he did and that she spoke with “neither austerity 
nor reserve.”17 But we begin to see a change in Manon after Des Grieux insists that, if she comes 
to meet him again later in the evening, he will help her escape her fate: “cospiranti contro il fato, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17  Loc. cit 
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/ vinceremo” (“conspiring against fate / we shall triumph”). Manon’s line has a greater range and 
larger leaps as she asks Des Grieux for his name, telling him she wants to remember him.  
 
 So much pity lies in your words! I want to remember you! What is your name? 
 
In the final lines of their exchange, Manon becomes still more vocal. The marking commossa 
indicates that she is moved, touched, or emotional as she, after a very brief moment of 
reluctance, agrees to meet Des Grieux later that evening. However, as soon as he responds, her 
brother calls her to the hotel, to which she immediately reacts, “Lasciarvi debbo” (“I must leave 
you”). A standard interpreter of the role might understand Manon’s quick response, pausing for 
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just an eighth rest after her brother’s words, as indicative of her obedience. However, on a 1957 
recording conducted by Tullio Serafin and featuring Maria Callas as Manon, it is in this moment 
that we can, perhaps, sense, for the first time, Manon’s capacity for defiance. Callas’ forced, 
chesty delivery of the words suggests a sharp annoyance that seems incompatible with the 
picture of an innocent, obedient girl that Puccini has painted thus far. This is a good example of 
how a subtle interpretive choice may allow for a foreshadowing of Manon’s future behavior and 
add dimension to her character. But excepting this potential glimpse into the future, in this Act I 
encounter, Puccini depicts Manon as even more the good girl of “natural and innate modesty” 
that the Des Grieux of the novel expects her to be.18 
 
Act II: Bad Behavior 
In contrast to Act I, which follows the contour of Prévost’s description quite closely, Act II 
diverges from the source text in a radical way by completely eliminating the episode where 
Manon leaves Des Grieux. Instead, it opens on Manon in an elegant room in her benefactor 
Geronte’s house. This Manon is, both musically and textually, very different from the simple and 
submissive Manon of Act I. She is bossy and vain, shelling out orders to her hairdresser and his 
assistants and scrutinizing her appearance in the mirror. The semplice parlando style of the first 
act is abandoned and replaced with a vocal line with a greater range and wide leaps in the context 
of a seductive, exotic-sounding waltz. As she yells out commands, like “La cerussa!” (“The 
ceruse”), she sings almost an octave leap downward from G5 to A#4, and the notes are marked 
staccato.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18  Prévost, Manon Lescaut, chap. 1 
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Just as her body is adorned, her vocal line is embellished with staccatos and little trills. When her 
brother, Lescaut, enters, she mostly ignores him and continues to study her face in the mirror. It 
is through Lescaut that we learn that Manon has left Des Grieux. In her first extended lyrical 
moment of the opera, the aria, “In quelle trine morbide,” Manon grapples with the feelings of 
emptiness that have descended upon her since leaving Des Grieux. This moment of reflection 
and remorse is not derived from any passage from the novel, which, written in Des Grieux’s 
voice, does not offer Manon many opportunities for expression. In this aria, an addition by 
Puccini and his librettists, we can begin to witness the ambiguities of Manon’s character in a way 
for which Prévost’s novel does not allow. The text of the aria is as follows: 
 
In quelle trine morbide... 
nell’alcova dorata v’è un silenzio 
gelido, mortal, v’è un silenzio, 
un freddo che m’agghiaccia! 
Ed io che m’ero avvezza 
a una carezza voluttuosa 
di labbra ardenti e d’infuocate braccia... 
or ho tutt’altra cosa! 
O mia dimora umile, 
tu mi ritorni innanzi 
gaia, isolata, bianca 
come un sogno gentile 
di pace e d’amor! 
 
In these soft lace hangings, 
in that gilt alcove, there is a silence 
a mortal chill—there is a silence 
a coldness that turns me to ice! 
And I who was accustomed 
to a voluptuous caress 
of ardent lips and passionate arms 
now have something quite different! 
Oh, my humble dwelling, 
you appear before me again— 
cheerful, secluded, white-walled 
like a sweet dream 
of peace and love! 
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The placement and circumstances surrounding Manon’s aria poses an interesting question: When 
does Puccini (or his librettists) grant women permission to sing arias—extended moments of 
self-reflection—on stage? Just before this aria, Manon verbally confesses that she left Des 
Grieux, “è ver! L’ho abbandonato / senza un salute, un bacio!” (“it’s true! I left him / without a 
word of farewell, without a kiss!”). She recognizes her coldness and ungratefulness toward Des 
Grieux, and the aria that follows is an expression of her regret and the emptiness that she feels in 
her new life; a poignant attempt to atone for a transgression which Puccini neglected to show us 
onstage in the first place. The simplicity of the melody in both the opening section and the 
section beginning with the line “O mia dimora umile,” marked pensierosa, which almost feels 
like the start of a new strophe, expresses a longing to return to the simple and modest girl she 
was in Act I.  
 
There is no melodic motion, the dynamic is soft, and the orchestration is very thin. Manon 
recognizes that her innocence and purity were lost when she left Des Grieux, and the aria is a 
musical attempt to rediscover that simple virtue, even if it is ultimately undermined by outbursts 
of passion. Manon’s sexuality is flagrant as she sings of the “carezza voluttuosa / di labra ardenti 
e d’infuocate braccia,” a line leading up to a climactic high B flat, and this expression of sexual 
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desire is a reminder that Manon cannot return to her chaste past, for, presumably, she is no 
longer a virgin.  
 There are a variety of possible reasons why Puccini chose not to stage Manon’s leaving 
Des Grieux. Due to the popularity of the novel, perhaps he thought that people already knew 
Manon for her “bad girl” qualities and did not see a need to restate the obvious. Or maybe, 
sentimental as the composer was, he wanted to highlight a more altruistic side of the character 
and prove that she could somehow be a “good girl”. It is also possible that his personal life at the 
time also impacted his treatment of the character. While composing Manon Lescaut, Puccini had 
a scandalous affair and impregnated a married woman named Emma Gemignani.19 Perhaps 
shelving Manon’s indiscretions was Puccini’s attempt to justify his own “bad” behavior and the 
choices of other men who have illicit affairs. But whatever his reasoning, I believe that Puccini’s 
omission of Manon’s departure serves a larger purpose of attempting to render her a more 
sympathetic character. Unlike Verdi’s Violetta Valéry, the heroine from La traviata, who leaves 
her love Alfredo to avoid tarnishing his family’s good reputation, Manon has no “morally 
compelling” reason to leave Des Grieux, and her doing so only reinforces a portrait of her as a 
coquettish hussy. In moving right from Act I, when Manon is simple and chaste, to Act II, where 
she is regretful and devoted, Manon is tamed and sanitized. A layer of her character is lost, 
which allows audiences to sympathize more with her. This treatment of Manon is followed 
through the rest of the opera as the character is arrested for attempting to flee Geronte’s house 
with his jewels and is, consequently, shipped off to America to live in exile: we shall see the 
consequences for her death scene, below. But, first, if one hopes to develop a more nuanced 
understanding of how Puccini deals with women in opera, it is crucial to explore the options that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19  Tommasini, “Giacomo Puccini: Manon Lescaut,” 157. 
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he may have had, to recognize that his choices were not automatic or inevitable, and to deal with 
the potential consequences of those choices. 	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Chapter 3: La Lupa 
 
 
 
Only six days before the premiere of Puccini’s new opera, La Bohème, at the Teatro Regio in 
Turin on February 1, 1896, Giovanni Verga’s play, La Lupa, premiered in the same city. To 
many Puccini enthusiasts, these events may seem totally unrelated. However, La Bohème and La 
Lupa took turns occupying Puccini’s mind. In a letter from June 10, 1894 to Illica, Puccini wrote, 
“For the present I’m she-wolfing” (lupeggio).20 Frustrated by Giacosa’s delays in working on 
Illica’s draft for La Bohème, Puccini was looking forward to the diversion of a new composition. 
It may seem surprising that Puccini’s publisher, Ricordi, would allow him to deviate from such a 
major project. However, Ricordi’s rival publisher, Edoardo Sonzogno, had had great success 
with Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana (1889), an opera based on Verga’s novel and play. 
Mascagni’s short-fused, violent, and erotic work, emblematic of the verismo movement, enjoyed 
tremendous success and inspired many of the composers around him, including Puccini, to 
rethink their choices of subject matter. Verismo, translated as ‘realism,’ was born from an 
“increased interest in naturalism in a post-unification Italy whose regions sought to preserve their 
actuality and identity.”21 It espoused a unique type of voyeurism, turning the focus of art away 
from high-society and touting an obsession with the “wretched or squalid behavior” of the 
downtrodden, poor, and outcast members of society.22 Hoping to outdo his competition, in 1890 
Ricordi gladly contracted a libretto based on another of Verga’s short stories, “La Lupa” (“The 
She-Wolf”), with versification by Frederico De Roberto. The story takes place in a small Sicilian 
town and centers on gnà Pina, a woman known to her community as “La Lupa,” who is 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20  Budden, Puccini, 144. 
21  “Verismo,” in Warrack (ed.), The Oxford Dictionary of Opera, 739. 
22  Loc. cit. 
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ostracized for her sexually deviant behavior. She is irresistible to any man, her temptation 
causing even priests to fall into sin. Pina is in love with Nanni, a farmer, but Nanni wants to wed 
her young daughter, Maricchia. Pina forces a reluctant Maricchia to marry Nanni and then 
proceeds to seduce him repeatedly by tempting him with her fresh, red lips (“labra fresche e 
rosse”) and eyes black as coal (“occhi neri come il carbone”).23 At the end of the story, Pina, 
refusing to live without Nanni, calmly walks toward her death as Nanni prepares to kill her with 
his ax. The story is defined not by a great deal of action, but, rather, by its eerie descriptive 
language and the unique, fable-like tone it captures. 
 In contrast to Illica and Giacosa’s slow pace in versifying La Bohème, Verga and De 
Roberto worked quickly to adapt “La Lupa” for the stage, concurrently crafting it into both a 
play and a libretto. The new texts were completed by early 1894, and, in the summer of that year, 
with Ricordi’s blessing, Puccini traveled to Sicily in a quest to capture the atmosphere of Verga’s 
setting musically. On his return, however, Puccini wrote to Ricordi to express his newfound 
doubts about the project: 
  
 Since my consultations with Verga, instead of being stirred to enthusiasm over La Lupa, 
 I’ve been assailed by a thousand doubts, which have made me put off my decision to set 
 it to music until after the production of the play. My reasons are the abundance of
 dialogue, carried to extremes in the libretto and the unpleasantness of the characters, 
 without a single luminous figure that stands out. I had hoped that Verga would have made 
 more of the character of Mara [Maricchia], but it was impossible given the layout  of the 
 plot… My only regret is for the time lost, but I will  make up for it  by throwing myself 
 heart and soul into La Bohème.24 
 
Aware of Puccini’s concerns with the libretto, Verga attempted some changes. In his article, 
“Verga, Puccini, and ‘La Lupa,’” Matteo Sansone says that “We owe it largely to Puccini’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23  Sansone, “Verga, Puccini, and ‘La Lupa, ’” 64. 
24  Budden, Puccini, 145. 
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insistence if Mara is turned into something close to an operatic victim.”25 Verga was only willing 
to go so far in the modification of his original story, which seems an unlikely subject for an 
opera in the first place. However, in adapting the novella to the stage he did make several 
changes that had powerful consequences for the portrayal of the characters and the effect of the 
work as a whole.  
 
 The Taming of the She-Wolf 
Verga had to pin the characters down, for a theater audience cannot embrace ambiguity in ways 
possible by the reader of a novel. The changes he made to the main character, Pina, are perhaps 
most clearly shown by comparing the character description at the beginning of the novella with 
the descriptions of the “Personaggi” given before the play. In the novella, Pina is described in an 
almost bestial way, “She was as pale as if she were constantly suffering from malaria, and amid 
that pallor were two enormous eyes and bright red lips that devoured you.” In the play, her 
description is more delicate and refined: she becomes “bella e provocante” (“beautiful and 
provocative”), is given a specific age (thirty-five years old), and her eyes, which were formerly 
“neri come il carbone” (“black like coal”) become “luminosi” (“luminous”). In contrast to the 
Pina of the novella, who is uncivilized and animalistic, the Pina of the play has social graces and 
speaks to Nanni “con civetteria” (“coquettishly”). Perhaps most significantly, she is both aware 
and ashamed of her flagrant sexuality. This is expressed in an Act I conversation with Nanni, in 
which she states, “Sono la lupa è vero…Sono una cosa vile” (“I am the She-wolf it’s true…I am 
a vile thing”). In contrast, in the novella, she feels no remorse for her instinctive sensuality. 
Naturally, in the play, Pina has more extensive dialogue; her complex feelings and opinions 
become known through her own speech rather than through the description of an external 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25  Sansone, “Verga, Puccini, and ‘La Lupa,’” 68. 
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narrator. She sings and dances like a woman of fashion, and, although the villagers mock her, she 
is not the complete social outcast of Verga’s original. As Sansone suggests, La Lupa becomes 
more of a saucy, Carmen-like figure and less of the possessed, devilish she-wolf that Verga had 
intended her to be. 
 One would think that these significant changes to the work’s major character, changes 
that essentially “tamed” Verga’s She-wolf, would be enough to satisfy Puccini. However, 
Puccini was less concerned with Verga’s characterization of Pina and more with his treatment of 
her daughter, Mara. If Verga’s revised Pina is the Carmen of the story, Puccini had hoped that 
Mara could be his Michaela. He longed for a more “tender, pathetic” feminine figure to balance 
out the severity of the title character.26 Verga’s attention, however, was not focused on the 
characterization of this second, less dramatically compelling woman, and, therefore, his 
depiction of Mara is weak. In contrast to her mother’s captivating “occhi neri” (“black eyes”), 
Mara’s “occhi timidi” (“timid eyes”) do not possess the strength required of a tragic heroine. 
Verga did make attempts to render Mara more sympathetic, but “Mara needed more ‘luce e 
considerazione’ than Verga was prepared to allow.”27 Despite Verga’s attempts to soften his 
“she-wolf,” “our memory is to be haunted by La Lupa alone, staring at Nanni with her insatiable 
black eyes, her hands full of red poppies […]. Maricchia and Nanni are only sketched out as 
victims of La Lupa’s elemental sensuality and tremendous will-power.”28 
 In examining Puccini’s interaction with “La Lupa,” we are forced to ask ourselves why 
Puccini was so fascinated with a transgressive woman like Manon and so unenthusiastic about 
Pina? Why was she was cast aside? Rather than refine and render more acceptable Pina’s 
behavior, as he had for Manon, Puccini insisted that a different woman needed to assume the role 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26  Budden, Puccini, 144. 
27  Sansone, “Verga, Puccini, and ‘La Lupa,’” 68. 
28  Loc. cit. 
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of tender protagonist in Verga’s narrative. Perhaps Manon’s gold-digging behavior was more 
easily tamed than Pina’s raw sexuality. While Manon’s indiscretions could be atoned for, Pina’s 
sleeping with her daughter’s husband was unforgiveable. Ultimately, regardless of Puccini’s 
reasoning, an analysis of the composer’s relationship with “La Lupa” poses an interesting 
question: Which female characters are too problematic for the stage? 
 One such character was the “zitella” or “spinster,” who was unpopular with male writers 
but quite popular with their female counterparts writing during the Ottocento. In her chapter, 
“The Spinster in the Works of Neera and Matilde Serao: Other or Mother?” (in Women and 
Gender in Post-Unification Italy), Lucy Hosker explains the zitella as a “by-product of a society 
that required women to respect a certain model of behavior […] founded on the principles of 
obedience and submission to male authority.”29 Hosker explains the threat that the spinster posed 
to nineteenth-century gender codes that were largely preoccupied with motherhood as a woman 
who had “neither withdrawn from society, like the nun, nor discharged her social duties in full or 
in part” as wife and mother.30  Just as men avoided writing the zitella, composers, librettists, and 
publishers recognized her as a divisive character to be shunned at all costs. Male-dominated 
audiences likely would not have known how to handle her, so she was relegated to minor roles as 
governess or nurse. Although Pina is a mother, she can be effectively categorized as a “zitella” 
because she is a threatening character that essentially negates her identity as mother through her 
“sexually rapacious” behavior.31 
 Falling outside of the set of acceptable female identities conscribed by nineteenth-century 
Italian society, Pina proved too difficult for Puccini to put on stage. He dropped the project, but it 
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did provide him with several melodies to recycle in later compositions.32 No longer distracted by 
this interim project, Puccini turned to focus all of his energy on La Bohème. 
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Chapter 4: La Bohème 
 
 
La Bohème premiered in Turin on February 1, 1896, three years to the day after the premiere of 
Manon Lescaut. The two works have more in common than their anniversary. The subjects of 
both operas were drawn from French literature, and Cesira Ferrani, an Italian soprano, premiered 
the roles of both Manon and Mimì, undoubtedly influencing Puccini’s compositional choices. In 
contrast to its predecessor, however, Bohème had a lukewarm reception. The German music 
critic Eduard Hanslick wrote of the opera, “The few earlier operas that deal seriously with affairs 
between wanton courtesans and weak youths (‘Traviata,’ ‘Carmen,’ and lately ‘Manon’) have at 
least dressed them in picturesque national or historic garb, or set them in romantic surroundings 
and thus raised them out of the lowest regions of everyday wretchedness.”33 Certainly, the 
Parisian garret setting of La Bohème, drawn from Henri Murger’s serial novel Scènes de la vie de 
bohème (1849), was not what opera audiences were accustomed to seeing on stage. However, 
Puccini was not the only composer interested in Murger’s novel. Just as Puccini had shared 
Manon with Massenet, he shared La Bohème with Ruggero Leoncavallo. Leoncavallo also saw 
great potential in the text, and the rivalry between his publisher, Edoardo Sonzogno, and 
Puccini’s publisher, Giulio Ricordi, spurred this competition even more. Leoncavallo’s Bohème 
premiered in Venice in May 1898, just eight months before Puccini’s opera reached that city. 
And, as with Massenet, Leoncavallo and Puccini tackle the source text in very different ways, 
reminding us of the breadth of possibilities Puccini and his librettists had in portraying women 
on stage.  
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Mimi’s Transformation 
Murger’s novel was published as a series of short stories in the Paris magazine Le Corsaire-
Satan between March 1845 and April 1849. Framed by an omniscient narrative voice, Murger’s 
text has a remarkably different tone from Prévost’s novel, which is narrated by the emotionally 
involved Des Grieux. As a consequence of this narrative style, the characters are given a voice of 
their own, rather than being depicted solely through other characters. This has implications for 
Puccini’s process in setting the text. The serial publication also meant that the stories do not 
feature a linear plot, but, rather, present numerous short episodes that focus on a group of 
Bohemian characters. Murger was a Bohemian at heart, and many of his literary characters are 
sketches of friends in his real-life circle, with Rodolphe modeled on Murger himself. The text 
features two main women, Mimi and Musette, the love interests of Rodolphe and Marcel, 
respectively. Its depictions of these two women differ markedly from their portrayal in Puccini’s 
opera, with both women sharing many similarities in their fickleness and materialism, as 
opposed to the opera, which shows only Musetta in this negative light and paints Mimì (for the 
most part) as devoted and good. For Murger, Mimi was “a kind of generic appellation,” an 
amalgamation of several of his love interests.34 However, the principal inspiration for Mimi was 
a woman named Lucile. This Lucile was a “shameless little hussy” who would often leave 
Murger for the night even though “Murger’s friends would urge on her the decency of at least 
keeping up appearances and giving apparently valid excuses.”35 She was a “coquette” and 
“seemed to experience pleasure in keeping a man of superior intellect chained to her feet and 
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mad with jealousy.”36 In Chapter XIV of the novel, “Mademoiselle Mimi,” Mimi is first 
described as follows: 
 Her face seemed the first sketch of an aristocratic countenance, but her features, 
 extremely fine in outline, and as it were, softly lit up by the light of her clear blue eyes, 
 wore, at certain moments of weariness or ill-humor, an expression of almost savage 
 brutality, in which a physiologist would perhaps have recognized the indication of 
 profound egotism or great insensibility. 
 
The Mimi of the novel behaves in accordance with this description, leaving Rodolphe for 
wealthy viscounts who can satisfy her material fancies. The reader’s understanding of Mimi 
should be informed by background knowledge of the story of Manon Lescaut, whom Murger 
even references: 
 Going upstairs he found his carroty-haired cat giving vent to piteous mewings. For two 
 nights already it has thus been vainly summoning its faithless love, an agora Manon 
 Lescaut, who had started on a campaign of gallantry on the house-tops adjacent.  
 
 “Poor  beast,” said Rodolphe, “you have been deceived. Your Mimi has jilted you like 
 mine has jilted me.”37 
 
This differs markedly from Puccini’s musical and textual characterization of Mimì. Excepting a 
few short references to, “Un moscardino di viscontino” (“Young dandy of a viscount”), Puccini 
strips Mimì of her romantic indiscretions, even though they clearly occur (as she leaves Rodolfo 
between Acts III and IV of the opera). Rather than drawing solely from Murger’s descriptions of 
Mimi, Puccini and his librettists looked to another, more demure character from the novel, 
Francine, to color the Mimì that we see onstage. In the chapter, “Francine’s Muff,” which 
focuses on the peripheral romance of Jacques, a friend of Rodophe’s, and his love Francine, we 
find the inspiration for Mimì and Rodolfo’s meeting in the opera. It is the innocent, chaste 
Francine, not Mimi, who goes to Jacques’ room to ask him to light her candle and ends up losing 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36  Loc. cit. 
37  Murger, Bohemians of the Latin Quarter, chap. 14 
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her key and finding love in the process. Following Mimi from the novel to the opera shows a 
calculated departure from the trope embodied in Manon Lescaut. A new Mimì has been carefully 
blended to project a specific feminine ideal onstage, one that would perhaps appeal more to 
Puccini’s late-nineteenth-century Italian audience. 
 Murger’s characterization of Mimi makes her almost indistinguishable from Musette, 
who is described in the novel as follows: 	   Mademoiselle Musette was a pretty girl of twenty who shortly after her arrival in Paris 
 had become what many pretty girls become when they have a neat figure,  plenty of 
 coquettishness, a dash of ambition and hardly any education. After having  for a long time 
 shone as the star of the supper parties of the Latin Quarter, at which she used to sing in a 
 voice, still very fresh if not very true, a number of country ditties, which earned her the 
 nickname under which she has since been immortalized by one of our neatest rhymsters, 
 Mademoiselle Musette suddenly left  the Rue de la Harpe to go and dwell upon the 
 Cytherean heights of the Breda district. She speedily became one of the foremost of 
 the aristocracy of pleasure and slowly made her way towards that celebrity which 
 consists in being mentioned in the columns devoted to Parisian gossip, or lithographed at 
 the printsellers.38 
 
While Puccini’s Mimì differs so markedly from Murger’s portrayal of the character, this 
description seems to be in line with Musetta’s textual and musical characterization in the opera 
as inconstant and coquettish—and also as a singer—though the women do collide in an 
interesting way at the end of the opera, which will be discussed further, below. Setting Mimì and 
Musetta’s opposing temperaments against one another may have been a practical solution to the 
issue of dueling divas who loathed sharing the spotlight. However, it may also be understood as 
Puccini’s attempt to deal with the problematic nature of Manon, whom audiences, and the 
composer and his librettists themselves, were not sure how to put onstage. A simplistic look at 
Manon may tend to reduce her to a “tart with a heart of gold,” a “good girl” and “bad girl” all 
wrapped into one confusing package. With Mimì and Musetta, Puccini effectively separates 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38  Ibid, chap. 6. 
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Manon’s opposing qualities into two characters, rendering the women onstage more digestible 
for audiences and the authors themselves.  
 
“Good Girl” and “Bad Girl” Music 
The first place one must look is to their entrance music. These musical “first impressions” tell us 
a great deal about the function that each woman has in the opera. Mimì enters in the middle of 
Act I, after Rodolfo’s friends have left for the Café Momus. Her presence is first established not 
through singing but, rather, through “a timid knock at the door.” After Rodolfo asks, “Chi è là?” 
a hesitant Mimì responds, “Scusi” from off-stage. In this first conversation with Rodolfo, Mimi 
has no opportunity for lyrical expansion. For nearly two full pages of the score, she is limited to 
singing only on the pitch A, and her rhythms are speech-like and unmusical.  
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Mimì; Please, my light has gone out. Rodolfo: Here. Mimì: Would you…? Rodolfo: Come in for a 
moment. Mimì: There’s no need. Rodolfo: I beg you, enter. 
 
Even as Rodolfo lights her candle, her vocal range is extremely limited, lingering between D4 
and D5, the same range as Manon’s “innocent” entrance music. Her first brief moment of 
expansion comes when she exclaims “Oh! sventata, sventata!” after she recognizes that she has 
just lost her key. Puccini uses a higher register to convey the shy Mimì’s embarrassment at 
having become a nuisance to her neighbor and her frantic scrambling to find her key. But it is not 
until her aria, “Mi chiamano Mimì” that Mimi is given the opportunity to sing uninterrupted for 
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an extended period of time. The aria does not stand alone, but is, rather, sandwiched between 
Rodolfo’s aria, “Che gelida manina” and the largely Rodolfo-dominated duet, “O soave 
fanciulla.” While Puccini largely conforms to audience expectations with Rodolfo’s lyrical and 
passionate aria, he defies expectations with Mimì’s. True to her modest character, Mimì is 
introduced with a single, held E natural, on which she states, “Sì,” her answer to Rodolpho’s 
inquiry as to whether she will tell him more about herself.  
 
If one searches for excerpted clips of this aria in productions, competitions, or concerts, the “sì” 
is often included, though it is technically an answer to Rodolfo’s previous question and not the 
beginning of the new aria. But this simple “Si” has deceptively powerful implications for the 
interpretation of the aria as a whole, which can differ greatly from conventional interpretations of 
Mimì as timid and unassertive. Rodolfo’s aria was situated firmly in the key of D flat major, and 
the final phrase ends on an E flat. Mimì’s “Sì,” sung on an E natural, may be viewed as a 
cunning musical manipulation of Rodolfo, literally leading him into the new key of D major. 
Suddenly, Mimì has the stage, and Rodolfo is reduced to his own utterances of “sì”. 
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 As Mimì matter-of-factly relays her brief life story to Rodolfo, she is again confined to 
the note A and then drops down a fourth to a repeated E. Mimì is given brief moments of lyrical 
expansion, when she waxes sentimental and begins to sing about love and springtime. However, 
she is quickly reined in to talk about her domestic life in faster paced sections. The moment the 
audience waits for is marked con molto anima and begins with the text “ma quando vien lo 
sgelo.” The aria builds to a climax on an A, as Mimì sings about “the first kiss of April.”  
   
However, after Mimì comes down from this high, she quickly returns to the patter-like 
declamation of the earlier section. This return can be interpreted in a number of ways. Perhaps 
Mimì understands the vocal limits of her sex. She recognizes that she has gone too far and said 
too much, and, in response, she musically dismisses herself. She has transgressed, and the chatter 
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that follows her lush lyrical expansion is an attempt to atone for that transgression. On the other 
hand, if we buy into the idea of the opening “sì” as a cunning harmonic manipulation of Rodolfo, 
we may come to see Mimì as a woman who skillfully crafts a “good girl” image in order to 
exercise control over the men around her.  
 In sharp contrast to Mimì’s meek musical entrance, Musetta’s is proud and ostentatious. 
The chorus announces her arrival, and she is escorted by a brillante, con fuoco orchestral 
underpinning. While Mimì’s tessitura remains in a pleasant and docile middle voice, Musetta’s 
sits higher and demands notice. Her vocal style, which can be compared to Manon’s in the 
opening of Act II of Manon Lescaut, features disjointed and leaping lines, and staccato markings 
and accents punctuate her singing and depict her raucousness.  
 
Her companion, Alcindoro, tries to hush her, repeatedly shouting, “Zitto! Zitto!” but Musetta 
cannot be silenced in her attempts to attract Marcello’s attention. Rodolfo, who is watching the 
scene, sternly warns Mimì, “Sappi per tuo governo / che non darei perdono in sempiterno” (“If 
you should ever treat me like that I never, never would forgive you”), confirming the 
unacceptability not only of Musetta’s physical behavior but also of her specific kind of vocalism. 
There is a great deal of activity in this scene, with a large chorus and children’s chorus and the 
Bohemians, but Puccini still manages to make Musetta stand out musically. This is accomplished 
not only through the pitch and accent choices mentioned earlier, but also through her firm control 
of musical modulations. Just as Musetta physically leads Alcindoro behind her like a puppy, 
calling “Vien, Lulù,” Musetta also leads the scene musically, with the other characters following 
in her harmonic wake. An example of this occurs right after Schaunard sings “La commedia è 
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stupenda” (“The comedy is stupendous”) which is firmly situated in the key of A flat major. 
Musetta immediately enters with an F sharp, pouting, “Tu non mi guardi!” (“You do not look at 
me!”), and shifts the entire tonal center of the ensemble.  
 Musetta’s unique musical persona is perhaps best embodied in her aria, “Quando me’n 
vo.” Otherwise known as “Musetta’s waltz,” this is one of the most widely recognized parts of 
the opera. The text of the aria follows: 
 
Quando m’en vo soletta per la via, 
la gente sosta e mira 
e la bellezza mia tutta ricerca in me, 
Da capo a piè. 
 
Ed assaporo allor la bramosia 
sottil che da gli occhi traspira 
e dai palesi vezzi intender sa 
alle occulte beltà. 
Così l’effluvio del desìo tutta m’aggira, 
felice mi fa! 
 
E tu che sai, che memori e ti struggi, 
da me tanto rifuggi? 
 
So ben:  
le angoscie tue non le vuoi dir, 
non le vuoi dir, so ben, 
ma ti senti morir! 
 
 
When I walk all alone in the street 
people stop and stare at me 
and examine my beauty 
from head to foot. 
 
And then I savor the cravings 
which from their eyes transpires 
and from the obvious charms they perceive 
the hidden beauties. 
So the scent of desire is all around me, 
happy it makes me! 
 
And you who know, remembers and yearns 
you shrink from me? 
 
I know why this is: 
You do not want to tell me of your anguish, 
You don’t want to tell me, I know, 
But you feel like dying! 
This aria is a unique piece in the opera and within the genre as a whole, as it can be categorized 
as a “diegetic song.” A diegetic song is distinguished from the other sung moments in an opera in 
that it is intended to be heard by the characters on-stage as music rather than speech. The aria 
establishes Musetta as a public singer, an occupation that, in and of itself, was heavily indicative 
of promiscuity when the opera was written. It is interesting to consider what stage directors do to 
distinguish this moment as a song. In most cases, this is accomplished by physically elevating 
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Musetta above the crowd, on a chair or a table, and also by turning the focus of the crowd at 
large toward her in a more explicit way than when she was speaking. Musically, the aria is 
introduced by a strong dominant preparation, showy pizzicato figures in the strings, and then 
three repeated, staccato Bs that allow Musetta to get into position for what is clearly a distinct 
musical unit. 
 
When Musetta begins to sing, her vocal lines are long and legato, contrasting sharply with 
Mimì’s patter-like chattering and Musetta’s own screeching earlier in the scene. The lush 
lyricism of the aria reflects the text, which describes Musetta’s reveling in her own beauty and 
the attention that this garners her from admirers. Unlike Mimì’s aria, which is through-composed 
and does not follow a strict poetic form, Musetta’s waltz, though not really strophic, has clearer 
A and B sections. At times, listeners like Alcindoro, Marcello, and Mimi interject their 
respective commentary, but this does not disturb or interrupt Musetta’s song, whose line 
continues to soar above theirs. Musetta does not censor herself or hold anything back, and this is 
clear in her music. While Mimì’s “good girl” music reflects her compliance in terms of 
prescribed gender conduct (or, perhaps, feigned compliance to achieve subtle control), Musetta’s 
“bad girl” music suggests a flagrant rejection of socially acceptable feminine behavior. 
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Vocal Oppositions 
There is a new trend of evaluating movies’ feminist potential by whether or not women talk to 
each other. If that were used to assess La Bohème, the opera probably would not pass the test. In 
the novella, Mimì and Musetta are friends with similar dispositions, but in the opera they rarely 
sing together, and, when they do, it is usually in the context of a larger ensemble moment that 
does not involve direct conversation. Why is there such limited musical interaction between 
these female characters? On a practical note, Puccini may have anticipated the conflicts that 
could arise from putting two prime donne together. However, in a more critical vein, despite the 
women’s indispensability to the story, La Bohème is really a “boys’ opera.” It opens with 
interactions between the four male friends, and we are involved in these male relationships 
throughout the opera. Mimì and Musetta exist primarily as Rodolfo and Marcello’s lovers, and 
we know little about them outside of these romantic relationships. Furthermore, the two female 
characters dwell within different spheres, with Mimì as a seamstress, a domestic figure, and 
Musetta as a singer in the public sphere. However, when Mimì and Musetta do sing together, it 
provides a glimpse into the similarities and differences between the two characters as Puccini 
and his librettists depicted them. 
 The first musical interaction between Mimì and Musetta occurs in Act II. As Musetta 
sings her famous aria, Mimì comments on how she pities “quella poveretta” (“that poor”) 
Musetta, who, she sees, is madly in love with Marcello. Mimì goes on to meditate on her love 
with Rodolfo, as Musetta schemes to win over Marcello and rid herself of the pesky Alcindoro. 
Though the two women sing together, Mimì sings under Musetta, and Musetta is oblivious to her 
commentary.  
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Mimì’s levelheaded judgment elevates her as wise and sensitive, while, at the same time, 
highlighting Musetta as petty. In Act III, there is yet another interaction, but the women are not 
dramatically concerned with each other. Mimì and Rodolfo sing of their love and decide to stay 
together until spring, while Musetta and Marcello’s tempestuous love results in more fighting. 
Mimì expresses her desire to stay with Rodolfo, while Musetta passionately asserts her need for 
full independence, “Voglio piena libertà!” This quartet paints Mimì as domestic and codependent 
and Musetta as self-ruling. The vocal oppositions between Mimì and Musetta in Act II and Act 
III keep these women separate and distinguish them from one another. 
 
The Courtyard Act 
In his quest to render Mimì more sympathetic than Murger’s character, Puccini rejected an act 
that Giacosa and Illica had originally prepared. In this original conception of the opera, the 
current Act II (Café Momus) was intended to be scene 2 of Act I, and the “courtyard act” was to 
be Act II. The text for this missing act was crafted from the following description from Murger’s 
Chapter 6: 
 Mademoiselle Musette who for some time past had fallen out with her lover the 
 Counsellor of State, had been abandoned by him at a very critical juncture. Legal 
 proceedings having been taken by her creditors and her landlord, her furniture had been 
 seized and carried down into the courtyard in order to be taken away and sold on the 
 following day. Despite this incident Mademoiselle Musette had not for a moment the idea 
 of giving her guests the slip and did not put off her party. She had the courtyard arranged 
 as a drawing room, spread a carpet on the pavement, prepared everything as usual, 
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 dressed to receive company, and invited all the tenants to her little entertainment, towards 
 which Heaven contributed its illumination.39 
 
In the missing act, Musetta lends Mimì one of her most beautiful dresses and introduces her to 
the Visconte Paolo, with whom Mimì dances as Rodolfo looks resentfully on. This incident 
clarifies Rodolfo’s seemingly unfounded jealousy that is mentioned only in passing in the final 
two acts of the opera. However, Puccini recognized that “If the operatic Mimi is to retain our 
sympathy—and she must as her death comes nigh—she cannot afford to be too promiscuous 
with her sexual and other favors,” and he insisted that the act be dropped.40  Illica vehemently 
disagreed with the composer’s choice, writing to Ricordi, “We have a meeting in an attic 
between a seamstress and a journalist. They love each other, they quarrel, then the seamstress 
dies. A sad story; but it is not La Bohème…Murger’s Mimi is more complex.”41 Puccini’s 
decision to cut this act is reminiscent of his dropping the episode where Manon and Des Grieux 
play house in Manon Lescaut. These choices are important to consider in analyzing how Puccini 
and his librettists set these heroines’ deaths, which I will discuss below.  
 
The Domestication of Musetta 
In Act IV of the opera, Puccini subverts many of the character expectations he established in the 
first three acts of the opera, complicating the “good girl”/“bad girl” dichotomy he has previously 
created. I will discuss Mimì’s death in the next chapter, so here, rather than focusing on Mimì, I 
will unpack the “domestication” of Musetta in Act IV. When Musetta enters Rodolfo and 
Marcello’s apartment, we immediately sense a change in her. As she explains that Mimì is 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39  Murger, Bohemians of the Latin Quarter, chap. 6. 
40  Carter, Understanding Italian Opera, chap. 6. 
41  Budden, Puccini, 143. 
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gravely ill, her vocal line, confined to singing a B in middle voice for nearly five full measures, 
assumes a character much more similar to Mimì’s in Act I. 
 
 
As Musetta explains how she found Mimì, in the same declamatory style that characterizes Mimì 
in the beginning of the opera, reminiscences of “Mi chiamano Mimì” can be heard in the 
orchestra. Musetta explains that she came across Mimì in the street, mentioning that she heard a 
rumor that Mimì had been deserted “dal Viscontino” (“by the young viscount”). She begins to 
quote Mimì, stating, “Piu non reggo…muoio! Lo sento…” (“I cannot bear it anymore…I’m 
dying! I feel it…”) and, as she does so, she assumes Mimì’s vocalism. In turn, Mimì assumes the 
top line that has typically belonged to Musetta, spinning a passionate, lyrical line in which she 
expresses her happiness to be with Rodolfo again. Mimì soon calls Marcello near to her and tells 
him, “è assai buona Musetta” (“Musetta is so good”), and the stereotypical “good girl” endorses 
the goodness of the token “bad girl.” Soon, Mimì expresses desire for a muff to warm her hands, 
and Musetta quickly displays unexpected generosity by offering to sell her earrings to pay for it. 
Marcello affirms her goodness, stating, “Sei buona, o mia Musetta” (“You are good, oh my 
Musetta”). This is an interesting moment in the opera, and one that Puccini felt very strongly 
about. In a letter to Ricordi referencing an earlier version of the libretto, he wrote: 
 You will have noticed that at the end when they are giving the muff to Mimi, Musetta 
 tries to take it back. Why, I wonder? I hope that this little incident was not intended, as 
 it is so much out of place at the moment of death. The line must be corrected and some 
 expression substituted which will be suitable to the circumstances.42 	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Puccini’s librettists’ attempts to retain the integrity of Musetta’s original character, as Murger 
wrote her, are censored by Puccini’s endeavor to render the character more sympathetic. Instead 
of Mimì getting the expected redemptive death aria, Musetta is given the last word. Significantly, 
this comes in the form of a prayer. In the beginning of the opera, prayer was an activity ascribed 
to Mimì, who, in her Act I aria, insists, “prego assai il Signore” (“I pray to God often”), but now 
Musetta has become pious. In a low voice marked mormorato, Musetta prays to the Virgin Mary 
to bless Mimì. These musical and textual choices serve to “tame” Musetta, praised by Clément as 
“one of the few women in all of Puccini’s works who does not die of dependence.”43 We can 
assume that, though she survives the final curtain, Musetta has learned from the mistakes of both 
Manon and Mimì and will alter her future behavior accordingly. 
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Chapter 5: Last Words 
 
As Clément pointed out, operatic heroines often die, and Manon and Mimì are not exceptions. 
Some see these deaths as a “sacrificial ritual of purification,” a necessary price that women must 
pay for their disobedient behavior throughout the opera. Others insist that operatic death is not a 
form of punishment, but, rather, a “seemingly contradictory strength” that promotes women to a 
“central position within the dramaturgy” and elevates them as almost spiritual figures.44 A 
comparative analysis of Manon and Mimì’s endings can yield insight into how audience 
members are meant to understand these women onstage. 
 
A Verdian Precedent 
To understand the possibilities that Puccini had in writing these deaths, it is valuable to look at 
the precedent that Verdi set with two of his most famous heroines: Gilda and Violetta. Gilda, the 
heroine in Rigoletto (1851), is stabbed by Sparafucile, a henchman with orders from Gilda’s 
father, Rigoletto, to kill the lecherous Duke of Mantua. In love with the Duke, Gilda sacrifices 
herself so that he can live. Just before entering the inn where she knows she will be killed, she 
sings, “Perdona tu, o padre, a quest’infelice! / Sia l’uomo felice ch’or vado a salvar” (“Father, 
forgive this unfortunate woman! / May the man I am saving be happy”). Gilda does not die 
immediately when she is stabbed but, rather, is momentarily revived for an interaction with her 
father. She acknowledges her failed ways, insisting, “V’ho ingannato…colpevole fui… / L’amai 
troppo…ora muoio per lui!” (“I deceived you…I was guilty… / I loved him too much…now I 
die for him!”). She beseeches her father to forgive her (and the Duke), tells him that she will pray 
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for him in heaven, and dies. Hence, Gilda’s death can be characterized as a sequence leading 
from regret through apology to a vision of heaven. As with Gilda, the death of Violetta, the 
heroine in La Traviata (1853) is also characterized by self-sacrifice. In Act II of the opera, 
Alfredo’s father, Giorgio Germont, demands that Violetta, a courtesan, break off her affair with 
his son to salvage the family’s bourgeois respectability and his daughter’s hopes for a decent 
marriage. Violetta agrees, leaving Alfredo and preparing to die alone of consumption. She sings 
the aria “Addio del passato,” a song of regret that, in its final lines, asks God’s forgiveness for 
the sins of her life as a courtesan: “Ah, della traviata / sorridi al desïo; / a lei, deh, perdona; tu 
accoglila, o dio. / Or tutto finì!” (“Ah, of the woman who has strayed; / smile upon her wishes; / 
forgive her, oh God, grant she may come to thee. / Now all is finished!”). In the final moments of 
her life, Alfredo, having been informed of the selfless reason for his love’s sudden departure, 
returns to apologize, but Violetta insists that it was only she who behaved improperly, 
purportedly by loving someone above her station, “Ch’io ti perdoni?... la rea son io: / ma solo 
amore tal mi rendé...” (“What is there to forgive? The guilty one is me; / but it was love alone 
which made me so.”). Germont also returns, insisting “A stringervi qual figlia vengo al seno, / o 
generosa” (“I have come to embrace you as a daughter, / O generous woman.”). In a final act of 
duty, Violetta blesses Alfredo to marry “una pudica vergine / degli anni suoi nel fiore” (“a 
modest virgin / in the flower of her life”). Through her noble self-sacrifice on the altar of 
bourgeois morality, Violetta is elevated to a saint-like status. Just before dying, as was common 
with victims of tuberculosis, Violetta is reinvigorated and believes, falsely, that she shall live. 
However, bourgeois morality forbids it, and she “ricade sul canapé” (“falls down upon the sofa”) 
and dies. Puccini’s operas inevitably fall in the shadow of Verdi’s choices, but Manon and 
Mimì’s ends are unique. 
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Non voglio morir! Manon’s Death 
Though Puccini’s operas inevitably fall in the shadow of Verdi’s choices, Manon and Mimì’s 
ends are unique. Manon’s death is distinctive from other heroines in that its cause is less explicit. 
She does not throw herself off a building, or stab herself, or die of consumption. Rather, she slips 
away from what one might presume to be exhaustion from the trek across the “desert plain” of 
New Orleans, having been expelled from France. Prévost’s description of Manon’s death (in the 
words of Des Grieux) is as follows: 
 I had fondly imagined that my beloved mistress was in a profound sleep, and I hardly 
 dared to breathe lest I should disturb her. As day broke, I observed that her hands were 
 cold and trembling; I pressed them to my bosom in the hope of restoring animation. This 
 movement roused her attention, and making an effort to grasp my hand, she said, in a 
 feeble voice, that she thought her last moments had arrived. 
 I, at first, took this for a passing weakness, or the ordinary language of distress; and I 
 answered with the usual consolations that love prompted. But her incessant sighs, her 
 silence, and inattention to my enquiries, the convulsed grasp of her hands, in which she 
 retained mine, soon convinced me that the crowning end of all my miseries was 
 approaching. Do not now expect me to attempt a description of my feelings, or to repeat 
 her dying expressions. I lost her—I received the purest assurances of her love even at the 
 very instant that her spirit fled.45 
Puccini and his librettists infuse these final moments with drama, giving voice to Manon’s most 
intimate feelings to which Prévost only alludes. As the moment of her death approaches, when 
Des Grieux has left in search of water, Manon is granted her second chance for an aria in the 
opera, “Sola, perduta, abbandonata.” 
Sola, perduta, abbandonata 
in landa desolata! Orror! 
Intorno a me s’oscura il ciel. 
Ahimè, son sola! 
E nel profondo deserto io cado, 
strazio crudel, ah 
sola abbandonata, io la deserta donna! 
Ah, non voglio morir! No, non voglio morir! 
Alone, lost, abandoned 
in this desolate land! Oh, horror! 
The sky is darkening around me. 
Alas, I am alone! 
And in the depths of the desert I meet my end, 
cruel torment, ah, 
alone, forsaken, I am a deserted woman! 
Oh, I do not want to die! 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 Prévost, Manon Lescaut, chap. 13. 
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Tutto dunque è finito. 
Terra di pace me sembrava questa. 
Ahi, mia beltà funesta, 
Ire novella accende… 
Strappar da lui mi si volea; or tutto 
il mio passato orribile risorge 
e vivo innanzi al guardo mio si posa. 
Ah, di sangue s’è macchiato. 
Ah, tutto è finito. 
Asil di pace ora la tomba invoco. 
No, non voglio morir! Amore, aita! 
So all is over. 
This seemed a peaceful land to me. 
Oh, my fatal beauty 
kindles a new anger – 
they wanted to tear me from him; and now 
all my horrible past rises again 
and comes to life before my eyes. 
Ah, it is stained with blood! 
Ah, all is ended! 
Now I invoke the tomb as a haven of peace. 
No, I do not want to die! My love, help me! 
 
In this aria, Manon laments and resists her fate. The opening of the aria is full of tenuto 
markings, creating heaviness in the vocal line that expresses Manon’s desperation and 
hopelessness.  
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She does not blame her choices for her downfall, but, rather, expresses anger toward her “fatal 
beauty,” the main object of her pleasure in Act II, for tempting men and ultimately contributing 
to her ruin. Manon sees herself as the victim of a society in which women are coveted for their 
beauty and are, hence, disposable once that beauty fades. This anger becomes especially clear in 
the section of the aria that begins “Ahi, mia beltà funesta,” which is marked delirando 
(“raving”). The harmonies are dissonant with increased chromaticism, and the range of the vocal 
line is larger, with many octave leaps. The aria turns violent, and we hear Manon beginning to 
unravel, both psychologically and musically. This contrasts markedly with Violetta’s farewell 
aria, which, though regretful, is a much more gentle and poignant reflection on her life and past 
mistakes. Manon’s aria is not a moment of atonement, but is, rather, a cry of resistance. As the 
music orchestra swells with intensity, the music seems to chastise her for her lack of regret. In 
this aria, Manon is not focused on losing Des Grieux, as the Prévost text would have us believe, 
but is, rather, quite self-involved, lamenting her own circumstances and impending death with a 
resounding “non voglio morir!” (“I do not want to die!”).  
 During Des Grieux and Manon’s final interaction, Manon’s physical and psychological 
deterioration becomes increasingly clear through her music. Disoriented, she keeps changing the 
tonal center, while Des Grieux passionate, firm vocalism is in line with his characterization 
throughout the opera. Manon’s vocal line is increasingly chromatic, with chromatic descending 
lines interspersed with feverish outbursts of high notes. While Des Grieux expresses his distress 
at her approaching end, Manon largely dominates the duet with “assurances of her love.” 
However, the assurance of these “assurances” is questionable, and this is betrayed in one of 
Manon’s last lines. Manon feebly asks Des Grieux, “era amorosa / la tua Manon? Rammenti? / 
dimmi…la luminosa / mia giovinezza?” (“Was she loving / your Manon? Do you remember? / 
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Tell me—the splendor / of my youth?”). In these lines, sung con ineffabile dolcezza, sorridendo 
with minimal orchestral accompaniment, an insecure Manon seeks Des Grieux’s permission to 
rewrite their love story, much as Puccini has tried to do: to leave out the less flattering episodes 
of her youth and replace them with a narrative of unfailing love. While Prévost’s story continues 
after Manon’s death, as Des Grieux explains his life post-Manon, Puccini gives Manon the last 
words of the opera: “Le mie colpe…travolgerà l’oblio… / ma…l’amor mio…non muore…” 
(“My faults…will be forgotten… / but…my love…will never die…”).  
 These final words affirm Manon’s position as the central focus of this opera, with Des 
Grieux on the sidelines as more of a means to understanding her character. Indeed, in studying 
the novel and libretto side-by-side, one may begin to understand the opera less as a setting of the 
novel and more as a counter-text to it. Written in first person, the novel highlights Des Grieux’s 
experiences and his point of view. With his opera, as the title suggests, Puccini tries to tell 
Manon’s side of the story, though, of course, he writes her through his own male voice. But what 
does he ultimately say? Puccini had difficult choices to make when crafting Manon’s character, 
choices that he and his perturbed librettists likely grappled with long and hard. Did they want to 
follow Prévost’s text closely? If so, Manon would not have been able to say much, as her entire 
identity is wrapped in Des Grieux’s undoubtedly limited understanding of her. Did they hope to 
depict her as penitent and morally pure? Perhaps some of their choices point to this, such as the 
omission of her departure between the first and second act, but the final scene lacks the 
necessary apology or voluntary self-sacrifice of a truly repentant woman. No, the choices in 
Manon lie outside of these typical options, and this has profound implications for how we can 
read Manon: as a character who, despite her death, ultimately resists the expectations implicit 
within her genre, and who, indeed, insists that she (or at least her love) will live on. 
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Silenzio: Mimì’s Death 
Puccini and his librettists manipulated Murger’s text considerably in their creation of the ending 
of La Bohème. As we have seen, the Mimì in the opera, tempered by the softer qualities of 
another of Murger’s characters, Francine, is a departure from the coquettish Mimi of the novel. 
Both Mimi and Francine die in the novel, but Francine’s death is more similar in tone to Mimì’s 
death in the opera. Francine has no bad behavior for which to atone. On her deathbed, she asks 
for a muff to keep her hands warm and expresses her love to Jacques, and he stays with her until 
she dies. In the novel, though unwittingly, Mimi is left to die alone in the hospital, regretful of 
her sins: 	   “Ah!” replied Mimi, “with the life I have been leading for the past two months it is
 not astonishing; nights spent in tears, days passed in posing in studios without any 
 fire, poor living, grief, and then you do not know all, I tried to poison myself with  Eau de 
 Javelle. I was saved but not for long as you see. Besides I have never been  very strong, in 
 short it is my fault, if I had remained quietly with Rodolphe I should not be like this.”46 
 
It is important to recognize this regretful, guilty Mimi as a precedent for the character that 
Puccini and his librettists created and to understand the choice they made to diverge from 
Murger’s characterization as deliberate and significant. 
 Toward the end of Act IV of La Bohème, Mimì is brought into Rodolfo and Marcello’s 
apartment by Musetta and is surrounded by the entire group of Bohemians. The music 
accompanying her entrance is a revision of her earlier arias, casting these moments of innocence 
and love in the darker light of her insurmountable illness. She attempts to speak, but Rodolfo 
immediately hushes her, insisting “Zitta, riposa” (“Be quiet, rest”). Whatever his reasoning for 
quieting Mimì, Rodolfo’s silencing of the heroine is important, especially considering her illicit 
affair with a viscount, a transgression that is hardly mentioned in the opera. Is Rodolfo shushing 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46  Murger, Bohemians of the Latin Quarter, chap. 22. 
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Mimì because he fears for her health or because, having left him for a wealthier man, she has lost 
permission to speak? Musetta attempts to recount Mimì’s recent history and her grave condition 
to the group, including that she had “fuggita / dal viscontino” (“left that viscount”), but she, too, 
is shushed by her former lover, Marcello. Just as Francine does in the novel, Mimì asks for a 
muff to warm her chilled hands, and Musetta and Marcello leave to grant this dying request and 
to fetch a doctor. Finally alone, Mimì and Rodolfo exchange promises of love. These moments 
are dominated by musical quotations from their meeting in the first act, as if they are attempting 
to travel back in time and rewrite their love story with a happier ending and, perhaps, pass over 
Mimì’s departure in the process. Neither Mimì nor Rodolfo explicitly mentions this episode, but 
Mimì’s desire for forgiveness may be hinted at. After a fit of coughing, Rodolfo again begs, 
“Zitta, per carità” (“Be quiet, please”), and Mimì responds, “Sì, sì, perdona, / ora sarò buona” 
(Yes, yes forgive me. / Now I’ll be good”). The issue of Mimì’s ambiguous “goodness,” an 
inheritance from the novel, extends beyond her coughing fit, but Puccini does not engage with it 
directly in this scene or in the opera as a whole. Puccini is well recognized as a sentimentalist 
and undoubtedly wanted to pull on his audiences’ heartstrings with Mimì’s death, a task which 
would have been more difficult to achieve had he taken her straight from Murger’s pages. Manon 
Lescaut, a character who had been around longer and had an operatic history before Puccini, 
came with a good deal of cultural baggage, but Mimì provided a blanker slate on which to 
impose a feminine ideal, or at least, a male fantasy of one.  
 Puccini’s vision for her death comes through in a letter to his publisher, Ricordi, in which 
he states: 
 You will have the copy of Act IV by you. Will you be so good as to open it at the point 
 where they give Mimi the muff? Don’t you think it rather poor at the moment of her 
 death? Just an extra phrase, a word of affection to Rudolph, would be enough…When 
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 this girl, for whom I have worked so hard, dies I should like her to leave the world less 
 for herself and a little more for him who loved her.47 
 
If Manon’s death is markedly self-involved, Puccini intended for Mimì’s death to be all about 
her love for Rodolfo. The problem, however, is that unlike Violetta, there is nothing she can 
actually do “for” him. In contrast to Manon and many of Puccini’s other operatic heroines, Mimì 
is not granted a death aria. She has short bursts of texts, mostly focused on Rodolfo, but no 
chance for extended reflection. In addition, her overall style of singing, which is dominated by 
the melodic patterns of her earlier arias, lacks the violent outbursts and resistance of Manon’s 
final moments. Why might Puccini have chosen not to grant Mimì a death aria? In terms of the 
genre, a death aria tends to be an expression of regret or a prayer for forgiveness. If we play into 
Puccini’s choice to tame the Mimi of Murger’s novel, then Mimì has nothing for which to atone, 
and an aria becomes unnecessary. Mimì’s last words, “Qui…amor…sempre con te! / Le 
mani…al caldo…e…dormire” (“Here…beloved…with you always! / My hands…the 
warmth…to sleep”) are followed by the marking silenzio. There is a pause in the music, and then 
it continues, with no one noticing that Mimì has died for several measures. Rather than ending 
with the heroine’s words, as Manon Lescaut does, the opera ends with Rodolfo’s cries of 
“Mimì!... Mimì!...” 
 A comparison of the deaths of these heroines is important to understanding how we can 
conceptualize them. All of our heroines, Manon, Mimì, Musetta, and (unsuccessfully) Pina, are, 
to some extent, tamed in their translation from the page to the stage. But what is the effect of this 
taming, and what message did it send to nineteenth-century audiences about “ideal 
womanhood?” Although she resists through her text and music, Manon’s refusal to reform 
necessitates her death. After Mimì has been tamed, she slips away into death without anyone 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47  Puccini and Adami, The Letters of Giacomo Puccini, 87. 
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even noticing. It is Musetta alone who survives, but only by virtue of her reformation. After her 
domestication at the end of the opera, we can assume that she will mend her ways, give up her 
singing career, and fulfill her social duty as wife and mother. Through her taming, it is Musetta 
who serves as a role model for the “new woman” of the Kingdom of Italy.  
 Mimì ends with silence, but we cannot. If we are silent regarding the role of women in 
opera, if we take their words and music for granted or refuse to discuss them, opera will be a 
vestige and enforcer of patriarchy. In his Divas and Scholars, Philip Gossett expresses his belief 
that “performers can find more satisfactory answers to some of their concerns if they make the 
effort to supplement their present knowledge with awareness of a work’s original historical, 
dramaturgical, musical, and social context.”48	  By deeply engaging with these women through 
their sources of inception, their social and political roots, and Puccini’s process of creation, it is 
my hope that we can, perhaps, perform their identities in an authentic, empowering, and 
meaningful way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48  Gossett, Divas and Scholars, 205. 
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